Who Is FSR

FSR is a leading designer and manufacturer of power, data and audio/video solutions for the contract office furniture industry. In today's interconnected world, the workspace extends beyond the physical building, offices and boardrooms. FSR's product line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century. Our goal is to continue to bring advanced connectivity, communications and collaboration solutions that seamlessly integrate with design elements for elegant and practical technology-rich work environments.
| TABLE CONNECTION |
Accessibility to power has become easier with our expandable/daisy-chained power system, the Modular Linx System. This modular power system is reusable and can be reconfigured by your in-house staff as your requirements change (no electrician required). The Modular Linx System can be expanded up to 20 max outlet boxes, making 40 AC outlets available for use.
This simple-to-install system is a must-have for under-the-work surface power. Connecting cables can be used to make longer cables or even create a separation point - making distance a non-issue. The power for the system can originate from the floor via a Smart-Way Furniture Feed Device Box or poke-through; or from a pluggable single gang wall plate or directly hard-wired. In-feed options contain a female connector.
Symphony Linx simplifies your power and data needs on and under a single work surface area. The system provides ease of accessibility combined with an attractive design, to power the devices we use at the places where we work and learn. Symphony Linx are hardwired at the factory. The main table box powers up to two satellite units from the main unit AC power cord. Designed with reconfiguration in mind, Symphony Linx helps make any workspace a technology-rich environment for your team.
The Symphony Collection brings elegant form to technology. This collection of table boxes features AC outlets, USB charging ports and low voltage openings. A streamline design allows for large cable AV connections while maintaining high aesthetics. The Symphony Collection is available in: Clamp On, Under-Table, In-Table options and multiple color combinations.
Add color to your workspace with FSR's new line of Symphony POPs Table Boxes. The Symphony POPs table boxes breathe life into spaces combining elegant form with a POP of color. The Symphony housing is now available in Red, Yellow, Blue, Green or Black.
The Unity Collection of table boxes provide the ultimate connectivity and functionality. Designed with hideaway doors for ease of access to our full line of insert brackets and cable retractors makes connectivity effortless. Choose between square, rectangular, or dual rectangular boxes. Available in a black, silver, or white powder coated finish.
The Harmony Collection of table boxes provide a powerful and affordable solution for any installation. The versatile connector cavities are 100% configurable and allow for both high and low voltage. Whether you select a round or square cover, the mounting is always a 6" diameter round hole. The Harmony Collection is available in black, white, or a silver matte finish.
FSR’s line of collaborative solutions are designed to address the way we work and approach business in the 21st century. Our HuddleVU collaboration platform dissolves the physical barriers of offices and boardrooms by integrating advanced connectivity and communications solutions into design elements for a sophisticated and practical interconnected environment.
CONCERTO
CABLE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
The Concertto cable management collection provides a simple, economical and elegant solution for cable management. The Concertto collection organizes cables from table boxes down to the floor. It has an easy to open pathway to add or remove cables as needed and is simple to install. The Concertto is a great solution for a conference room, huddle rooms, classrooms and collaboration applications.
The Concertto under table rack shelf provides storage and security for AV, digital, or data equipment; while still making ease of accessibility for upgrades or servicing later. The Concertto under table rack shelf can easily be mounted under most conference and huddle tables.
Our Smart-Way Raceway seamlessly integrates into a space with its ultra-low profile design, getting power and/or data where they’re needed, without impacting foot traffic. It installs on top of or in any flooring providing a quick, easy, affordable and attractive installation. With only a minimal parts list to configure a system, the Smart-Way is the intelligent choice for wire management.
18317-SW-WF-RIN
In-wall rough-in feed with construction cover. Use with SW-RINLP on-wall feed.

18320-SW-FCT-SLT
Surface mount conduit transition in-feed with removable dividers. Its small design allows wires and cables to transition from conduit to the Smart-Way raceway.

18326-SW-PKF-SFIT4
Poke through to Smart-Way in-feed. Allows power and data to feed the raceway through fire rated concrete floors. To be used with FSR 4" SF-CPT-FF-ALM poke-through.

18322-SW-WF-WLP-SLT
Wall Feed for metal stud only with 1 or 2 circuits of power per channel and low voltage.
18328 SW-DB-HPP
Power Pole to Smart-Way in-feed. Feeds power and data to the raceway from the ceiling with a power pole. To be used with Hubbell aluminum service pole HBLPP-.

18305-SW-TEE-XXXX
The two part tee allows cables to go in both directions to reach the required destination without any complications.

18322-WM-CP-BCKMT
Cable path from table to Smart-Way device box.
The Smart-Way Raceway can now be used as an in-floor solution with the provided edging. The in-floor edging allows you to install the raceway in any flooring (carpet, wood, tile, laminate). Each raceway will be shipped with two pairs of edging, allowing it to go either on- (for vinyl, carpet, wood) or in-floor, without purchasing additional parts.
Simplify your power and data distribution with the Smart-Way Stick and 3-2-1 Snap Stick. The Smart-Way Stick gives you the capabilities for power in a complete wired unit or the option for power and data with our 3-2-1 Snap Stick model. The two 3-2-1 Snap Stick models give the convenience of creating specific raceway lengths in the field. The Smart-Way Stick is the smart way to get power and data on the floor where you need it.
The Block and Slide provide a flexible and modernized way to rout cabling from the underside of your work surface to the floor. Both models feature easy installation and add an aesthetically appealing appearance under any work space. Manage your cables in style with the Block and Slide.
This floor standing unit gives you AC power, USB charging, optional snap-ins or cable pass-through. Perfect for under a desk or waiting area applications.
The TC-WC1 fuses a refined minimalism with wireless charging technology. It is easy to install, giving you charging capabilities at your fingertips. The wireless charger is available in black or white with an aluminum bezel.
Who We Are:

Family...
We aren't just a collection of people or a company, we are family. We work through problems together, supporting each other and the work we do. We see our customers as an extension of that.

Service...
Taking care of our customers is always at the forefront of our minds. Our goal is to provide a quality product, while doing so with outstanding customer service.

Reliability...
You can depend on our products to always be functional, durable, and have longevity within your infrastructure. Every product that leaves our factory is manufactured with the same high quality that you've come to expect.

Proudly Manufactured In The USA